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Get started with SCM and ForexAnalytix 

ForexAnalytix (FA) is an educational platform packed with powerful Forex trading tools. 

In addition to daily trading webinars, the platform is loaded with tools to help increase 

your trading, no matter if you are new to the markets or a seasoned investor.

  

   

You can choose to run the web based platform on your desktop/laptop computer and/or 

download the app from Google Play or Apple store to run directly on your smartphone 

and tablet.  

 

 

 

 

Daily analyses that generates Buy/Sell signals 

When a trade signal is generated that one of the ForexAnalytix team members are acting 

on you will get live updates about entry levels, target, and stop-loss under the tab 

"Active Patterns in Play". 

 

 

 

 

• Daily webinars 

• Macro Analyses 

• Candlestick patterns 

• Classic technical analyses 

• Harmonics analyses 

• Elliot Wave analyses 
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5 analyses methods 

The trading signals are based on Macro analyses, Basic technical analyses, Candlestick 

patterns, Harmonics patterns and Elliot Wave analyses. You can choose the markets you 

want to keep an extra eye on and get live updates under the tab “Active Tickers” when 

some or all of the analyses confirm a trade.  

 

Get daily support and resistance levels as well as the ForexAnalytix teams long and short 

term bias.  

 

 

Get the whole picture 

For each market, the platform lets you dive into any of the analyses types for an in-depth 

coverage of charts, levels and any news related to the specific market.  

 

By clicking the ForexAnalytix logo in the top left corner you are taken to the “Pairs” 

section where you can: 

1. Choose currency pair in the top left scroll down menu 

2. Choose analyses method in the menu bar  

In the example below Harmonics analysis is chooses for EURUSD.  
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About ForexAnalytix 

ForexAnalytix is run by some of the sharpest trading minds in the market.  

A core group of 5 acknowledged traders with various backgrounds and specializations and 

a combined market experience of 100+ years, cooperates daily with a group of analysts 

and associates, working continuously to provide you with the prevailing scenarios and 

(often) alternative perspectives for each of the markets we cover.  

The team scans the market throughout the trading day looking for great chart patterns, 

changes in macro data, and shifting trends, delivering that analysis straight to you, so 

you don’t have to miss anything. 
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Follow your ForexAnalytix mentors on Twitter: 

 

                                

Stelios Kontogoulas         Nicola Duke                Stelios Voulgaridis           Blake Morrow          

@bbki2611                           @nictrades                      @vulgi                                  @pipczar 

 

          

Grega Horvat                   Dale Pinket 

@GregaHorvatFX               @ForexStopHunter  

 

Get started at zero  

 

1) Register for a live trading account with SCM by 

submitting the open-account-form 

http://scmforex.com/register-live-account/ 

 
2) Sign up and create your ForexAnalytix account  

https://www.forexanalytix.com/users/sign_up 

DO NOT CHOOSE A PLAN AS WE WILL SET YOU UP WITH 

THE PREMIUM ONE FOR FREE 
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